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(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a walking

assist cart allowing a user to easily stand up

from a sitting position.

SOLUTION: Arm members 4 vertically moved by

a vertically moving mechanism 5 driven by a

motor are arranged in right and left of a seat 3.

The arm members 4 vertically move between a

standing assist start position locating in

neighborhood of elbows or armpits of the user

when the user is in the sitting position by sitting f -ggg.

in the seat 3 and a standing assist end position

locating in the neighborhood of the elbows or

the armpits of the user when the user is in a standing position by standing up

from the seat 3. At this point, the arm members 4 push up the elbows or the

armpits of the user while rising from the standing assist start position to the

standing assist end position and assist a standing action of the user. By gripping

the arm members 4 when walking, a walking action of the user is assisted by the

walking assist cart 1.
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not

reflect the original precisely.

2. **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim l]In a walk auxiliary cart with which a user's walk is assisted, by rotation

of a wheel, a cart body it can run ahead at least, A seat supported with said cart

body, and an arm member supported in near [ in said seat ] near the right end

section near the left edge part so that rise and fall were possible, Have a rising

and falling mechanism which makes it go up and down said arm member, and a

driving means which makes it go up and down said arm member via said rising

and falling mechanism, and said arm member, A walk auxiliary cart going up and

down between standing-up assistant end position in which it is located [ near / a

standing-up assistant starting position in which it is located an elbow of a user at

the time of sitting on said seat and taking a seated posture, or near lower / near /,

and / an elbow of a user at the time of rising from said seat and taking erect

posture, or near lower / near ].

[Claim 2]The walk auxiliary cart according to claim 1 rotating said arm member to

a walk assistant position which turns to a longitudinal direction which aims to

intersect perpendicularly with a walking direction mostly from a standing-up

assistant position which turns to a cross direction which is a walking direction

mostly.

[Claim 3]The walk auxiliary cart according to claim 2 provided with a locking

mechanism which prevents rotation of said wheel when said arm member has

been arranged at said standing-up assistant position.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not

reflect the original precisely.

2. **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention]This invention relates to the walk supporting vehicle used

when a user (for example, those who perform an old man and rehabilitation)

walks.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] Recently, the cart for shopping is widely used for

shopping in a supermarket or a store. This cart for shopping carries the box for

storing an article in a frame with a wheel and a grip, and is constituted. Since a

wheel will rotate if it carries out whether a grip is held and the whole is pushed or

it lengthens after storing the bought article in a box, it can carry comfortably,

without lowering a heavy article to a hand. For this reason, it is well used to an

elderly person.

[0003]In the above-mentioned cart for shopping, a box is formed with a rigid

body and the thing by which people enabled it to sit on the upper surface of the

box is known. Since according to this it can rest easily if it sits on a box when you

get tired with a walk, it becomes available also to the person in which an age

group is still higher.

[0004]Such a cart for shopping is used also for the old man who cannot walk and

turn, and those who perform rehabilitation also as a walk auxiliary cart by one

person, if there is not only the reason of shopping but no auxiliary equipment.

That is, by walking holding a grip at the time of a walk and pushing the whole cart

ahead, these persons can borrow the power of an arm and can maintain the

posture at the time of a walk. And if the waist is taken down to a box, it rests and
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the tiredness and the physical strength of a leg are recovered to some extent

when you get tired, it will rise again and a walk will be continued again. It

becomes possible to perform shopping and rehabilitation single-handedly, without

borrowing the hand of a family or a person looking after a patient by carrying out

like this (for example, refer to JP,H10-277110,A).

[0005]

[Problem to be solved by the invention] However, even if the person with whom
the leg was troubled, and the person with a bad knee are able to walk using the

above-mentioned cart for shopping, they will be very much difficult for once

recovering from the seated posture single-handedly, if the waist is taken down to

a box. For this reason, although shopping which used the cart for shopping with

much trouble, and rehabilitation are made single-handedly, It becomes an

obstacle from a box that it cannot stand up by one person, people's help will be

needed to shopping or rehabilitation, as a result, walk time will decrease, and the

rapid fall of strength of its legs may be caused.

[0006]The equipment with which walk bending operation is assisted is already

developed (refer to the patent No. 2714617 and the patent No. 2748227).

However, such equipment does not assist with the standup of the person who sat

down in the cart for shopping used also as a walk auxiliary cart. For example, as

indicated by the patent No. 2761574 gazette, people's body is equipped and the

apparatus which carries out power assisting of the operation of people is also

already devised, but it may be difficult for a bodily inconvenient person to equip

the body with power assisting apparatus directly.

[0007]Then, the person who sat on the sitting part of a cart enables it to stand up

simply from a seated posture, and an object of this invention is to provide the

walk auxiliary cart the person who was not able to use in the former also enabled

it to use.

[0008]

[Means for solving problem]Invention of Claim 1 relates to the walk auxiliary cart

with which a user's walk is assisted. This walk auxiliary cart by rotation of a wheel

And the cart body it can run ahead at least, The seat supported with this cart

body, and the arm member supported in near [ in this seat ] near the right end

section near the left edge part so that rise and fall were possible, Have a rising

and falling mechanism which makes it go up and down this arm member, and a

driving means which makes it go up and down an arm member via this rising and

falling mechanism, and an arm member, It goes up and down between the
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standing-up assistant end position in which it is located [ near / the standing-up

assistant starting position in which it is located the elbow of the user at the time of

sitting on a seat and taking a seated posture, or near lower / near /, and / the

elbow of the user at the time of rising from a seat and taking erect posture, or

near lower / near ]. Thereby, when an arm member stands up [ a user ], while

going up from a standing-up assistant starting position to standing-up assistant

end position, when the bottom of a user's elbow or the side is pushed up, and is

assisted with a user's rising movement and a user walks, a user's walk operation

is assisted with a user grasping.

[0009]In invention of Claim 2, an arm member is rotated to the walk assistant

position which turns to the longitudinal direction which aims to intersect

perpendicularly with a walking direction mostly from the standing-up assistant

position which turns to the cross direction which is a walking direction mostly.

[0010]In invention of Claim 3, when an arm member has been arranged at a

standing-up assistant position, it has a locking mechanism which prevents rotation

of a wheel.

[0011]

[Mode for carrying out the invention] Hereafter, an embodiment of the invention is

explained in full detail based on Drawings.

[0012] Drawing 1 is a perspective view showing the whole walk auxiliary cart 1

concerning this invention. As shown in this drawing 1 , the walk auxiliary cart 1 is

provided with the following.

The cart body 2.

The seat 3.

The arm member 4.

The rising and falling mechanism 5 and the motor 6 (refer to drawing 2 ) as a

driving means.

[0013]The cart body 2 is formed in the case which has sufficient intensity in this

embodiment. Here, sufficient intensity means the intensity which is a grade on

which a user can sit at least. The cart body 2 is mostly formed in rectangular

parallelepiped shape, has the propleuron 2a, epimeral plate 2b, the left side board

2c, the right side board 2d, and the bottom plate 2e, and serves as storage space

(storage part) for the inside to store an article. The superior lamella of the cart

body 2 serves as the below-mentioned seat 3 and combination. The wheel (front

wheel) 7 is attached to the right and left by the side of front [ in the bottom plate
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2e of the cart body 2 ] (left-hand side in drawing 1), respectively, and, similarly

the wheel (rear wheel) 8 is attached to the right and left on the backside (right-

hand side in drawing 1 ), respectively. However, in drawing 1, the front wheel 7

and the rear wheel 8 are illustrating only the left-hand side thing.

[0014]These front wheels 7 and the rear wheel 8 are allocated in a total of four

places by four corners of the bottom plate 2e, and are supporting the cart body 2

whole in them, respectively. These front wheels 7 and the rear wheel 8 are

pivotable to the arrow direction in drawing 1 at least. That is, when the walk

auxiliary cart 1 whole is turned ahead and pushed from back, it rotates. It may be

made to approve and may be made to prevent about rotation of the opposite

direction of the front wheel 7 and the rear wheel 8. When an inversion is

permitted, while coming to be able to perform advance and sternway by the

direction which a user pushes, when an inversion is prevented, sternway contrary

to the user's mind can be prevented beforehand. When it constitutes for example,

so that direction of the rear wheel 8 can be changed, change of the direction of

movement at the time of advance becomes easy.

[0015]The locking mechanism 10 was formed in either [ at least ] the front wheel

7 or the rear wheels 8 (refer to drawing 5 ), and the walk auxiliary cart 1 whole is

prevented from moving unnecessarily at the time of a user's rising movement

mentioned later. This locking mechanism 10 is mentioned later.

[0016]The seat 3 is supported from a lower part with the above-mentioned cart

body 2. This seat 3 is allocated in the upper part of the cart body 2, and

constitutes a superior lamella which are some cart bodies 2. A size of the seat 3 is

set up so that a user can sit down comfortably. The back end side is connected

with an upper bed of epimeral plate 2b of the above-mentioned cart body 2, for

example via a hinge (not shown), raises the front-of-solvent side up, and as a

two-dot chain line in drawing 1 shows, it can open the seat 3 now. Opening of this

seat 3 enables it to store an article to storage space of the cart body 2 inside.

[0017]In near [ above-mentioned / in the seat 3 ] near the right end section near

the left edge part, the arm member 4 is supported by the below-mentioned rising

and falling mechanism 5 so that rise and fall are possible. The arm member 4 is

explained in full detail, after explaining the rising and falling mechanism 5 and the

motor 6.

[0018]Rather than a center of a cross direction in the above-mentioned left side

board 2c and the right side board 2d of the cart body 2, the rising and falling

mechanism 5 is allocated by backward twist for a while, and is covered with the
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covering 11. The rising and falling mechanism 5 is provided with the following.

It is the rack 12 as shown in drawing 2 which is an enlarged drawing.

The gear 13 which geared on this rack 12.

the rack 12 is formed in the cylindrical arm member base material 14 mostly

installed in a sliding direction (the upper bed side inclines back for a while strictly.)

~ the front side ~ many gear teeth 12a have aligned along a sliding direction

mostly. The arm member base material 14 with which this rack 12 was formed is

fixed to the cart body 2. The gear 13 is provided with the following.

The tooth part 13a of a major diameter which gears for this gear tooth 12a.

The hub 13b of a byway.

The rib 13c of a large number connected with these tooth parts 13a and the hub

13b.

Among these, the worm gear 17 which gears to warm one 16 fixed to the output

shaft 15 of the below-mentioned motor 6 is formed in the hub 13b. In this

embodiment, the rib 13c of the gear 13 is formed in form which curved as shown

in drawing 2 , changes flexibly to rapid load which acts at the time of a rotation

start of the gear 13, and an end, and eases a shock. The rib 13c may be linear

shape which is general form. If there is no necessity in particular, general gear

form which is not provided with a buffer function by a rib is also employable.

[0019]As the motor 6, a stepping motor can be used, for example. Warm one 16

which gears to the worm gear 17 of the above-mentioned gear 13 is being fixed to

the output shaft 15 of the motor 6. The battery 18 is connected to the motor 6 as

a power supply. This battery 18 is allocated in a part of storage space of the

above-mentioned cart body 2, for example.

[0020]The arm member 4 is explained in full detail continuously.

[0021]The arm member 4 is attached to an upper bed of the arm member base

material 14 of the above-mentioned rising and falling mechanism 5 rotatable, as

shown in drawing 1 and drawing 3 , The supporting spindle 20 was inserted in the

through hole 21 of the arm member base material 14, a lower end of the

supporting spindle 20 has extended to a lower part of an arm member base

material, and it is connected to the locking mechanism 10 of a wheel which the

lower end side of the supporting spindle 20 mentions later. This arm member 4

has the thicker support part 22 and the grip (grip) 23 of details, it is supported so

that the end face side of the support part 22 can rotate by an upper bed of the

above-mentioned arm member base material 14, and the above-mentioned grip

23 protrudes on the tip side of the support part 22. The support part 22 is for
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pushing up the bottom of the side from a lower part, when a user stands up so

that it may mention later, and on the other hand, the grip 23 is a portion grasped

when a user walks.

[0022]As shown in drawing 3 , the gage pin 25 which engages with the guide

groove 24 formed in the arm member base material 14 is attached to the arm

member 4. By moving this gage pin 25 along the guide groove 24 formed in the

arm member base material 14, between from the walk assistant position PI to the

standing-up assistant position P2 is moved by the arm member 4. Rotation of the

arm member 4 can be prevented by carrying out engagement of the gage pin 25

to the fluting parts 26a and 26b of the guide groove 24 formed so that it might

correspond to the walk assistant position PI and the standing-up assistant position

P2. That is, rotation of the arm member 4 can be prevented in the walk assistant

position PI by engaging the gage pin 25 with the fluting part 26a corresponding to

the walk assistant position PI. Along with the fluting part 26a, move the gage pin

25 (raising the arm member 4), cancel engagement of the fluting part 26a and

gage pin 25 here, and it ranks second, the fluting part 26b corresponding to

[ along with the Yokomizo part 27, move the gage pin 25 (rotating the arm

member 4), and ] the standing-up assistant position P2 for the gage pin 25 —

being engaged (the arm member 4 is depressed) — rotation of the arm member 4

can be prevented in the standing-up assistant position P2.

[0023]An explanatory view of the arm member 13 (a) and (b) of operation is

shown in drawing 4. Drawing 4 (a) and (b) is the figure which looked at mostly

the left-hand side arm member 4 and the rising and falling mechanism 5 in

drawing 1 from the upper part where the covering 11 is removed, among these

drawing 4 (a) shows the state where the arm member 4 is arranged at the walk

assistant position PI. Drawing 4 (b) shows the state where the arm member 4 is

arranged at the standing-up assistant position P2. The upper part of these figures

and a lower part support the front of the walk auxiliary cart 1, and back,

respectively.

[0024]As mentioned above, the arm member base material 14 with which the

rack 12 of the rising and falling mechanism 5 was formed is being fixed to the cart

body 2. And the gear 13 has always geared with the rack 12, and the worm gear

17 has always geared with warm one 16. As [ depress / by automatic stop of

warm one 16 and the worm gear 17 / even if it applies a user's weight to the arm

member 4 / by this, / in the state where the motor 6 stopped, /, in a user f

s

weight / the arm member 4 ] Therefore, a user feels easy, can hold the arm
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member 4 and can apply weight to the arm member 4.

[0025]As mentioned above, engagement of the arm member 4 is carried out so

that it can rotate to the arm member base material 14. When a user walks this

arm member 4, it is arranged at the walk assistant position PI which turned the

longitudinal direction to right and left by the user as shown in drawing 4 (a). On

the other hand, the arm member 4 is rotated by the user about 90 degrees from

the walk assistant position PI of drawing 4 (a) to the standing-up assistant

position P2, when a user stands up.

[0026]It continues and the locking mechanism 10 of a wheel is explained with

reference to drawing 5 (a) which is a mimetic diagram, and (b). These figures

support above-mentioned drawing 4 (a) and (b), respectively.

[0027]The arm 28 made to rock the locking mechanism 10 by rotation of the arm

member 4, It consists of the brake shoe 30 fixed at the tip of this arm 28, The

arm 28 is supported almost rotatable [ the supporter 31 of the mid-position ] to a

cart body (not shown) at the holding pin 32, and engagement of the base end 29

of the arm 28 is carried out to the cam groove 34 of the cam 33 by which

engagement was carried out to the supporting spindle 20 of the arm member 4.

As shown in drawing 3 , even if engagement is carried out between the narrow

diameter portion 20a of the supporting spindle 20, and the through hole 21 of the

arm member base material 14 and the arm member 4 goes up to a limit, the

engaging cylinder 35 of the cam 33, It is formed in the length that engagement

with the supporting spindle 20 is not canceled, and engagement of the slide is

really made possible to the supporting spindle 20 rotatable at serration fitting,

spline fitting, etc. When the arm member 4 has been arranged at the walk

assistant position PI shown in drawing 5 (a), this locking mechanism 10 has the

brake shoe 30 at the tip of the arm 28 in the position estranged from the wheel

(for example, rear wheel 8), and permits rotation of the rear wheel 8. On the

other hand, when the arm member 4 has been arranged at the standing-up

assistant position P2 shown in drawing 5 (b), When the base end 29 of the arm 28

moves along the cam groove 34 of the cam 33, the arm 28 rotates focusing on

the supporter 31 in the direction of right-handed rotation (arrow Rl) of drawing 5

(a), the brake shoe 30 at the tip of the arm 28 is pressed by the rear wheel 8, and

rotation of the rear wheel 8 is prevented. The axle 36 has penetrated the brake

shoe 30.

[0028]Here, it divides into a standing-up assistant starting position and standing-

up assistant end position by the difference in a height position about the standing-
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up assistant position P2 of the arm member 4. Among these, a height position [ /

near lower / of the side of the user at the time of a standing-up assistant starting

position sitting on the seat 3, and taking a seated posture ] shall be said, and a

height position [ / near lower / of the side of a user when standing-up assistant

end position rises from the seat 3 and takes erect posture ] shall be said. The

above-mentioned walk assistant position PI and the standing-up assistant position

P2 are a position when it notes whether the longitudinal direction of the arm

member 4 turns to right and left, or turning to order, and it does not distinguish in

particular about a height position. Therefore, it can suppose that it is arbitrary

about the height position of the walk assistant position of the arm member 4, and

may be made to set it as the height position between standing-up assistant end

position and a standing-up assistant starting position even in the same height

position as standing-up assistant end position.

[0029]Next, operation of the walk auxiliary cart 1 whole is explained, referring to

drawing 6 and drawing 7 .

[0030]As initial setting, the arm member 4 shall be arranged in a standing-up

assistant starting position shown in drawing 6 .

[0031]A user who sat on the seat 3 and suited a seated posture holds the arm

member 4 under the side in advance of rising movement. In this state, if one [ a

user / the elevation switch 37 ], the motor 6 will start rotation, That rotation is

transmitted to the gear 13 via warm one 16 of the output shaft 15 of the motor 6,

and the worm gear 17 which gears to this, and the rack 12 (arm member base

material 14) goes up towards standing-up assistant end position from a standing-

up assistant starting position by rotation of this gear 13 (refer to drawing 2 ).

Thereby, since the upper half of the body is pushed up by the arm member 4 in

addition to straddling on own foot, a user who was not able to stand up only on

own foot can also stand up comparatively easily, and the user who is going to

stand up can take erect posture. Since the brake shoe 30 of the locking

mechanism 10 was pushed against the rear wheel 8 by the arm member 4

arranged at the standing-up assistant position P2 and has prevented rotation of

the rear wheel 8 by it at the time of this rising movement, the walk auxiliary cart

1 does not move unnecessarily (refer to drawing 5 ). Therefore, if the walk

auxiliary cart 1 of this embodiment is used, standing-up assistance can be carried

out safely.

[0032]The user who stood up can arrange the arm member 4 which was in

standing-up assistant end position in the walk assistant position PI by making it
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rotate outside about 90 degrees, as shown in drawing 7. Thereby, the user can

walk the walk auxiliary cart 1 as a support, grasping the grip 23 suitable for the

outside of the arm member 4, and pushing the walk auxiliary cart 1 whole ahead.

At this time, there is no possibility of four arm member of descending

unnecessarily, by automatic stop by engagement with warm one 16 of the rising

and falling mechanism 5, and the worm gear 17 (refer to drawing 2 and drawing

4)-

[0033]Here, in order for a user who got tired with a walk to sit on it, taking down

the waist to the seat 3, in advance of this, the arm member 4 in the walk

assistant position PI is rotated about 90 degrees first, and it arranges to standing-

up assistant end position. Thereby, the brake shoe 30 of the locking mechanism

10 is pressed by the rear wheel 8, and prevents rotation of the rear wheel 8 (refer

to drawing 5 ). If a user turns on the lowering switch 38 in this state, the motor 6

will be reversed and the arm member 4 will descend to a standing-up assistant

starting position from standing-up assistant end position (refer to drawing 2 ).

Then, a user takes down the waist to the seat 3 and sits down.

[0034]In order to make a standing-up assistant starting position which is the

lower limit, and standing-up assistant end position which is upper limits stop the

arm member 4, What is necessary is to detect a height position of the arm

member 4 and just to stop an operation of the motor 6 based on the detection

result by detection means (not shown), such as a limit switch and a photoelectric

sensor. Although the elevation switch 37 and the lowering switch 38 are installed

in the covering 11, they are not restricted to this but can be suitably installed in a

position which grip 23 grade tends to operate.

[0035]In an above-mentioned embodiment, although a standing-up assistant

starting position and standing-up assistant end position were set as height

corresponding to a height position of lower" of "side of a user of a seated posture

and erect posture, respectively, It replaces with this and may be made to set it as

height corresponding to a height position of an "elbow" of a user of a seated

posture and erect posture, respectively. In this case, the user of a seated posture

can use as an armrest the arm member 4 arranged in a standing-up assistant

starting position.

[0036]To the support part 22, the grip 23 of the above-mentioned arm member 4

may be constituted so that receipts and payments are possible.

[0037]Although the arm member 4 was used also [ both sides / of assistance of

rising movement and assistance of walk operation ], it may be made to use
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another component individually in the above explanation, respectively. For

example, the above-mentioned arm member 4 is used only for assistance of rising

movement, and it may be made to provide separately a component like a handrail

as a component which assists walk operation.

[0038]

[Effect of the Invention]As mentioned above, the walk auxiliary cart concerning

this invention, The user whose straddle whose people and knee with which the leg

was troubled are bad, and is not effective, for example can also stand up easily by

one person by assisting the rising movement from the seated posture of a user

sitting on the seat of this walk auxiliary cart by the arm member which goes up

and down.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not

reflect the original precisely.

2. **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing l] It is a perspective view showing the entire configuration of a walk

auxiliary cart.

[Drawing 2] It is an enlarged drawing of a rising and falling mechanism.

[Drawing 3]Drawing 3 (a) is a figure showing the relation between an arm

member, an arm support component, and a cam, and drawing 3 (b) is a top view

of an arm member.

[Drawing 4] It is an explanatory view of an arm member of operation.

[Drawing 5] It is an explanatory view of the locking mechanism interlocked with

operation of the arm member of operation.

[Drawing 6] It is a figure explaining the operation at the time of a user standing

up.

[Drawing 7] It is a figure explaining the operation at the time of a user walking.

[Explanations of letters or numerals]

1 [ .... Arm member, ] .... A walk auxiliary cart, 2 .... A cart body, 3 .... A seat, 4

5 [ .... A rear wheel (wheel), 10 / .... A locking mechanism, 12 / .... A rack,

12a / .... A gear tooth, 13 / .... A gear, PI / .... A walk assistant position, P2 / ....

Standing-up assistant position ] .... A rising and falling mechanism, 6 .... A motor

(driving means), 7 .... A front wheel (wheel), 8

[Translation done.]
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